
Conference call with Jeevan Gnanodaya -- May 5 2009
Attended by:
Meera (Seattle), Shriya, Charanya & Bharath (Austin), Senthil (Atlanta), Karl, Shankar &
Aravind (UIUC)
Minutes (taken by Aravind):

Shankar: How many students, etc?

147 total students, 40 day scholars & the rest are hostelers. The expenses are actually larger for
day scholars (providing transport, etc)

S: Does this include ITI?

Yes. ITI has 27 students (3 girls). There are 120 students in the school.

S: Didn't you mention that the ITI capacity is 36 students?

Yes, but we only take those students who have the capability to take the exam. The rest are given
some coaching so that they can enter the ITI program.

S: How many teachers?

3 instructors for ITI .. all gents .. Vijayan, Parthiparaj, Moorthy. Sasikala, Chitra, Rajeshwari,
Sasikala, Hemalatha, Sezhiyan, etc are. Around 6 special trained teachers, 7 regular teachers, 6
non-teaching staff, 3 for ITI.

S: Could you send a list of teachers & their training in both the school & ITI?

Sure.

Charanya: In your proposal you mentioned that no: of students is 109 + 30 for ITI .. is there a
diff?

That was the situation in Feb. Now the number of students is the number mentioned above. There
are constant additions and subtractions depending on the number of students who join or leave
the school.

C: You ask for educational materials. Could you update the number so that we make sure that all
students get the materials?

That's a minimum number that he is expecting. Plan to use JG's own funds to cover any
remaining students. JG can't take more than 140-150 students anyway.

C: How many expect to graduate 10th this year?



About 14 students. One student is not expected to pass completely. He has taken 2 exams and he
will take two more in Oct.

C: Are all these 14 going to join the 11th grade?

No only 3 girls will join the 11th. The boys (along with their parents) decided to join ITI. They
did not want to join 11th.

C: What is the main difficulty in joining 11th?

We teach only Accounts topics. This involves subjects like Maths, Business Accounting, etc.
These are hard subjects for students and they

[Note from Shankar: 11th grade is being added to the school this year only. They plan to add just
the accounting group to begin with.]

Senthil: What jobs do students get after ITI?

They join factories. They usually join as apprentices and then they are assigned basic tasks.

S: Do students retain hearing aids?

If we have about 125 hearing aids, about 25 break every year. So we retain all the devices.
Moreover, the children do not like to wear hearing aids. So in most cases, those that graduate
from the school do not buy their own personal hearing aids.

Shankar: What kind of tests have you arranged for sign language teaching?

We plan to continue the training for about 1 year. Since this is a new thing, we want to continue
it for a while before holding tests.

C: Isnt sign language teaching only until 9th? Will those students continue the training the next
year when they join 10th?

Yes. Yes they will.

C: Does the ITI consist of deaf students only?

Yes so far. But we have not prevented other students from joining.

Shankar: Talking about home visits .. is that continuing?

Yes we had a survey. We continue to call parents to the school. We also started visiting some of
them at home. Other (govt) schools have been interested in instituting similar programs to



interact with parents. Parents used to regularly visit until March. After that, exams started and
we didn't want to disturb the students.

S: Do students perform better because of this?

Yes students are able to take care of homework and home study much better, now that parents
are more involved.

Senthil: You had asked for food for hostelers? The proposal asks for half the budget .. how do
you manage the rest?

We get local (from Chennai area) donations to manage the rest of the expenses. We get support
from only Asha. No other govt support.

Senthil: How do you expect the situation to be next year?

We need support for around 1-2 years .. maximum 3. By that time, we hope to become self-
sufficient. With Asha support we have set up the school, ITI, a counselling center, etc. Right now
the marriage hall is under construction. We are proactively trying to become self-sufficient so
that we do not rely on external funding, in order to insure against the global downturn in
economy. We will finish construction of the hall in 6 months. We will start getting income from
the hall by 2010. The factory will start generating income by 2011. In addition to that we need a
fixed deposit in the bank to generate interest income to cover the rest of the expenses.

Shankar: (explaining the concept of self sustenance and how it helps Asha's plans)

Bharath: How much income do you expect from the marriage hall?

About 65 auspicious marriage dates in a year and about 15 days for meetings. So total about 80
days. We plan to charge abt Rs. X per day. We need to only pay a manager's salary. Since we are
a charity, we don't need to pay tax.

(missed q by Charanya .. proposal-related q I think)

Charanya: How far have you proceeded with sign language?

So far we have the capability to teach individual words. We haven't moved to entire paragraphs.
To teach paragraphs teachers need Level C training. The current teachers have only Level B
training. To get teachers with better training there are two problems: One they need better
salary and Two the retention rate is limited.

C: Are there any problems of friction between the trained and untrained teachers?

Yes at times, because trained teachers get higher salaries.



Senthil: Do untrainined teachers want to get trained?

No they have to join a school, pay the course fee, take the exam, etc. So they may not prefer it.

Shankar: In what areas do the trained teachers need to improve ?

There are a lot of differences between trained and untrained teachers. The latter ones have
greater experience. They are also associated with JG for long. They have a personal
commitment. They actually put in more effort, don't mind staying for longer hours and generally
helping out. The trained people treat it just as a job and they constantly look for better
employment opportunities. Plus they are not as experienced in handling the kids.

S: (Tells about the two profs who are going to visit JG) Have you arranged an interpreter to help
the profs?

Yes, Mrs. Lata Ramakrishnan. She's a reporter who has volunteered to help out.

S: What plans do you have for them?

They will visit some of the classes. We will arrange for them to meet the teachers. We also plan
to have the parents visit, so that they can interact with the profs.

(background info about how sign language was started and how JG uses sign language to impart
English education)

Shriya: What do children do during the vacations?

About 50% of the kids have gone home. The rest will go home by the 15th. The kids spend time at
home with their parents. This also gives teachers some rest. We also need to do a lot of
maintenance work. This is all done during the vacations.

(recounted story of interaction with education commissioner, who was surprised at how JG is
able to retain such a large student population.) Govt schools do not take proactive effort in
searching out students. They only teach those who join by themselves. Since JG gets public
donations, we are able to go to villages and find students who need help. SSI has helped some
schools increase their strength.

C: Do you get funding from govt?

Yes we get grant money. But it only suffices for about 15 days in a year. We submit the proposal
every year and get abt 10k every year. It is a small accreditation as well that we get funding from
govt.

Devarajan: By when can I know about the status of the proposals I submitted?



(All chapters replied that they can let him know by May end or June first week)

End of call.


